SIX SPECTRA BY COMCAST SPECTACOR PROPERTIES RANK AMONG TOP VENUES IN THE WORLD, ACCORDING TO VENUES TODAY MAGAZINE

Six Spectra by Comcast Spectacor properties rank among the top venues in the world, according to Venues Today, a magazine devoted to the live event management industry. Venues Today creates the rankings based on gross ticket sales to non-sporting events from October 16, 2015, through May 15, 2016.

The Wells Fargo Center in Philadelphia, PA, Spectra’s flagship arena, ranks fourth in the United States and sixth in the world among venues with 15,001-30,000-seat capacity. The Wells Fargo Center grossed $27,814,997 during 59 shows which attracted 519,741 guests.

Boardwalk Hall in Atlantic City, NJ, ranks sixth in the U.S. and 11th in the world for venues with the 10,001-15,000-seat capacity. The arena grossed $5,467,187 during 18 shows which drew 104,937 patrons.

Budweiser Gardens in London, ON, ranks first among Canadian venues and 16th in the world in the 10,001-15,000-seat capacity. The venue grossed $3,874,454 for 28 shows which attracted 105,537 customers.

The Chaifetz Arena on the campus of the University of Saint Louis in St. Louis, MO, ranks first among on-campus arenas and 17th in the world in the 10,001-15,000-seat capacity. The arena grossed $3,868,049 for seven shows which drew 48,627 guests.

The Sun Dome on the campus of the University of South Florida in Tampa, FL, ranks second among on-campus arenas and 20th in the world in the 10,001-15,000-seat capacity.

The CFE Arena on the campus of the University of Central Florida in Orlando, FL, first among on-campus arenas and 19th in the world in the 5,001-10,000-seat capacity.